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Abstract
Dosage compensation in eutherian mammals occurs by inactivation of one X chromosome in females. Silencing of that X
chromosome is initiated by Xist, a large non-coding RNA, whose coating of the chromosome extends in cis from the X
inactivation center. LINE-1 (L1) retrotransposons have been implicated as possible players for propagation of the Xist signal,
but it has remained unclear whether they are essential components. We previously identified a group of South American
rodents in which L1 retrotransposition ceased over 8 million years ago and have now determined that at least one species
of these rodents, Oryzomys palustris, still retains X inactivation. We have also isolated and analyzed the majority of the Xist
RNA from O. palustris and a sister species retaining L1 activity, Sigmodon hispidus, to determine if evolution in these
sequences has left signatures that might suggest a critical role for L1 elements in Xist function. Comparison of rates of Xist
evolution in the two species fails to support L1 involvement, although other explanations are possible. Similarly, comparison
of known repeats and potential RNA secondary structures reveals no major differences with the exception of a new repeat
in O. palustris that has potential to form new secondary structures.
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Introduction
Dosage compensation in eutherian mammals is normally
achieved by random inactivation of one of the X chromosomes
in females early in development, resulting in silencing of the
majority, but not all, of the genes on the inactive X [1–3]. This
remarkable epigenetic phenomenon is initiated at a locus on the X
chromosome called the X-inactivation center (Xic). It involves
multiple cis- and trans-acting factors that work through a number of
steps which include counting of the number of X chromosomes,
choice of which X chromosome will be inactivated, spreading of
the inactivation signal from the Xic along the length of the
chromosome, and maintenance of the inactivated state [4,5]. The
Xist gene, which is located in the Xic and produces a non-coding
RNA larger than 15 kb [6–10], is an early, critical player in the
initiation and propagation of the inactivation signal. An early step
in X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is the cis binding of Xist
RNA to the chromosome chosen for inactivation by a process
which extends the length of that chromosome. The mechanism by
which Xist RNA coats the inactive X chromosome and spreads
this signal is unknown, but Xist binding precedes other changes in
the chromosome including alteration of the methylation and
acetylation states of histones, late replication, and methylation of
CpG islands for those genes which undergo X inactivation [11–
13]. Chromosomal localization studies have now shown that Xist
coating of the inactive X chromosome leads to formation of a
nuclear compartment which excludes the transcription machinery
[14–16], yet it remains unclear what molecular components are
involved in this process.
Gartler and Riggs hypothesized that spreading of the inactiva-
tion signal involves some sort of booster elements that facilitate
transmission along the chromosome [17]. Studies on the limited
spreading of X inactivation in X;autosome translocations [18,19]
and in Xist transgenes inserted into autosomes [20] led to
suggestions that these booster elements, or way stations, may not
be exclusive to the X, but enriched there. In 1998 Lyon
hypothesized that LINE-1 (L1) retrotransposons may be the way
stations [21], partially because these elements are the most
common dispersed repetitive sequences in mammalian genomes,
are ubiquitous throughout the mammals, and are at a higher
density on X chromosomes than on autosomes [22–29].
L1 elements are the most highly represented retroelements in
mammalian genomes [22]. Furthermore, in most species that have
been examined to date, active L1s from the same species belong to
a single lineage and active copies have very high sequence
similarity [22]. Even where multiple lineages have been docu-
mented, one lineage produces the bulk of new insertions [29–31].
Although the high similarity among dispersed L1 copies was not
part of the original evidence Lyon considered when she proposed a
role for L1s in XCI, such similarity could be an important
prerequisite for direct or indirect interaction with Xist.
In the time since Lyon’s initial proposal that L1s may function
as way stations for propagation of the Xist-mediated inactivation
signal, extensive additional information has come to light [32].
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L1s on the X chromosome, and it has been shown that regions of
the X that undergo inactivation tend to have a higher L1 density
than those escaping inactivation [24,26,33–36]. L1s on the
inactive X have been shown to be methylated later, and by a
different methylase, than those on the active X [37]. Further
studies of X;autosome translocations showing incomplete spread-
ing or reduced maintenance of inactivation on autosomal segments
have reinforced the idea that there is an inherent difference
between the autosomes and the X [38–45]. Two groups have
shown that L1 densities in X;autosome translocations appear to
support the Lyon hypothesis [46,47], and another group has
shown that even though L1 elements appear to be a major factor
correlated with X chromosome inactivation, a number of other
DNA sequence features may also influence X inactivation [48,49].
Even on the autosomes, higher L1 densities are correlated with
monoallelically expressed genes [50].
Still other results have been interpreted as either not supporting
the involvement of L1s in XCI, or suggesting a less critical role
[34,51,52]. The identification of different types of heterochroma-
tin on the X [53] and of important boundary elements [54] has
highlighted suggestions that control of inactivation may occur at
both the gene-specific level and the level of chromosomal domains
[12,55].
Yet the recent studies showing that accumulation of Xist on the
inactive X chromosome leads to formation of a transcriptionally
repressive nuclear compartment, continue to implicate involve-
ment of repetitive sequences in XCI [14,15]. It has been shown
that the compartment initially contains silenced repetitive DNA,
with genic DNA only shown to enter the compartment during
later silencing of those sequences. This raises the question once
again of whether specific types of repeated sequences may be
involved.
Even though the process now appears likely to involve
cooperative interactions among multiple molecules and multiple
regions of the Xist RNA, it is unclear which interactions are direct
and which are mediated by other molecules. Similarly, despite
large amounts of correlational evidence, the potential role of L1s
in this process remains unclear. Their density patterns on
chromosomes may reflect their function in X chromosome
inactivation or may alternatively be a consequence of their biology
and evolutionary history [36]. Even if L1s do play a role in XCI,
that role could involve direct interaction with other components of
the process, such as Xist, or could be more generally related to
their repeated nature, nucleotide composition or other features.
The prevalence of L1s in all mammalian genomes makes it
difficult to discern whether their presence is a necessary part of the
X inactivation process.
If L1 elements are indeed major players in this process, then loss
of L1 activity in a species, followed by the mutational decay seen in
previously deposited L1 sequences as they mutate over time,
should have repercussions for X inactivation. The gradual loss of
putative way stations by mutational decay would eventually lead to
escape from inactivation for X-linked genes unless there is
sufficient compensatory evolution. If interaction between L1s
and Xist is direct, a higher rate of evolution of the Xist gene would
be expected in order to ensure recognition of either way stations
that are mutating to greater degeneracy or co-option of different
repetitive sequences to serve as way stations. Even if recognition is
indirect, increased evolution of intermediate factors might drive
compensatory evolution of Xist.
We previously identified the first known L1 extinction event in a
group of sigmodontine rodents in which L1 activity appears to
have ceased about 8.8 million years ago [56,57]. These rodents
have served as a model system to study the effects of L1 elements
on genome evolution [58]. In this paper, we have used them to
examine the repercussions of loss of L1 activity on X inactivation
and Xist evolution.
We show here that the L1-inactive species, Oryzomys palustris, still
exhibits X chromosome inactivation in spite of extinction of L1
activity. We have also isolated the majority of the Xist RNA from
O. palustris and an L1-active sister species, Sigmodon hispidus.W e
compare these using published Xist sequences from the mouse,
Mus musculus, and the vole, Microtus arvalis, as outgroups; we find no
statistical support for more rapid evolution of the Xist RNA in O.
palustris either by analysis of the overall dataset or by sliding
window analysis of smaller regions. These results provide no
support for the involvement of L1s in X chromosome inactivation,
but additional interpretations remain possible.
Previously known tandem repeats within this region of Xist,
some of which are known to be essential for Xist function, are
found here to show no unusual changes, but O. palustris has gained
a new repeat with potential to form RNA secondary structures. A
number of regions of Xist are also found to be more highly
conserved in all four species examined, implicating specific Xist
regions for importance in X inactivation.
Materials and Methods
Tissues and DNA
Female (accession numbers TK47552 and TK72607) and male
(accession no. TK72547) S. hispidus tissues were obtained from The
Museum at Texas Tech University. Female (KE03 and F2) and
male (KE02) O. palustris tissues were obtained from Dr. Kent
Edmonds (Indiana University, New Albany, IN). Genomic DNA
was extracted as previously described [59].
Isolation of CpG islands and methylation analysis
CpG islands at the 59 ends of the Zfx genes from O. palustris and
S. hispidus were cloned after PCR amplification using previously
described primers and amplification conditions [60].
A methylation assay that does not require fresh tissue was
employed due to the problems of working with non-laboratory
species. This methylation assay used differential cutting of male
and female genomic DNA by the restriction enzymes HpaII and
MspI, followed by PCR and agarose gel analysis of the CpG islands
associated with those genes [61,62].
Isolation and sequencing of transcribed regions of the
Xist gene
The majority of the region transcribed in the Xist gene was
isolated from both O. palustris and S. hispidus by a combination of
PCR and RT-PCR in three steps, walking from a 59 region into
overlapping 39 regions. Degenerate primers were based on
previous design considerations [63] and on alignments of
previously isolated Xist genes. The most 59 primer was also based
on alignment of multiple copies of the A repeat from Mus musculus
and three Microtus species [7,10]. Sequence obtained from the 39
part of region 1 for each species was used to design nondegenerate
59 PCR primers for isolation of region 2, and the same approach
was used for region 3. Primer sequences and PCR conditions are
in Methods S1. Total RNA was isolated with RNeasy midi kits
(Qiagen Corp., Valencia, CA), and cDNA synthesis was done
using the Superscript 1
st Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen
Corp., Carlsbad, CA). The amplified region 3 sequence from S.
hispidus is 1,940 bp shorter than the O. palustris sequence. This
appears to be due to hybridization of the 39 XT9R PCR primer to
an interstitial area showing sequence similarity in both species.
Xist Evolution
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Analyzer. Unless otherwise specified, contig analyses and initial
sequence analyses were done using the LASERGENE (DNAS-
TAR, Madison, WI) and Vector NTI (Informax, Bethesda, MD)
analysis packages. The cloned Xist sequences present between the
most 59 and 39 primers have GenBank accession numbers
GQ201417 (O. palustris) and GQ201418 (S. hispidus).
Alignments, tandem repeat analysis, and phylogenetic
analysis
Initial Xist alignments done using ClustalW included the
following transcribed Xist regions from each of these species: bp
1–10,039 of the O. palustris sequence; bp 1–10,085 of the S. hispidus
sequence; bp 621–10,541 from the exons of Microtus arvalis
(GenBank accession no. AJ310129); and bp 638–12,170 of Mus
musculus (GenBank accession no. NR_001463). The C repeat from
the M. musculus sequence is present in only one copy in the other
species, so all but one copy of this repeat was removed from the
alignment by eliminating bases 3,173–4,678 of the Mus sequence.
The final alignment of 11,615 characters was finished by manual
adjustment (see Alignment S1). For phylogenetic analyses, gapped
sites and regions where alignment ambiguity precluded determi-
nation of homology were removed, giving rise to a 7,284 character
alignment. Repeat analysis was done using the LASERGENE
package (DNASTAR, Madison, WI) and Tandem Repeats Finder
[64].
To conduct the likelihood-ratio test (LRT) of the molecular
clock, a model of sequence evolution was selected using DT-
MODSEL [65], and this model was verified to fit the data with an
absolute goodness-of-fit test [66]. With maximum likelihood as an
optimality criterion, PAUP* 4.0 b10 [67] was used to estimate the
best phylogeny constrained to fit the molecular clock and the best
unconstrained phylogeny. The difference in log-Likelihood scores
between these phylogenies (lnLCLOCK2lnLUNCONSTRAINED) formed the
test statistic that was evaluated against the x
2 distribution.
Sliding window analyses were done by constructing likelihood
trees for either non-overlapping adjacent windows or overlapping
windows. The model of sequence evolution selected for the entire
gene was used within each window, but parameter values were re-
optimized for each of the windows. The command files used for
non-overlapping sliding window analyses are in Analyses S1.
Results
The Zfx gene shows X chromosome inactivation in
females from both Oryzomys palustris and Sigmodon
hispidus
To address the question of whether X chromosome inactivation
can occur in a mammalian species that no longer has active L1
elements, we looked at the methylation status of the CpG island
near the 59 end of the X-linked gene, Zfx,i nO. palustris and a sister
sigmodontine species that has retained L1 activity, S. hispidus.A
portion of the CpG island of the Zfx gene from each species was
initially cloned and sequenced to confirm its identity, using PCR
primers previously shown to amplify this island in other
mammalian species. The methylation assay shown in Figure 1
was performed by digesting genomic DNA with either the
methylation-sensitive enzyme, HpaII, or the methylation-insensi-
tive isoschizomer, MspI, then PCR amplifying the CpG island.
After HpaII digestion and PCR, presence of the predicted band in
females (but not in males) from both species shows that Zfx
undergoes X inactivation in both species.
This result, showing that XCI can still occur more than 8
million years after loss of L1 activity, suggests that highly similar
L1 elements are not necessary for propagation of the X-
inactivation signal in this species. On the other hand we reasoned
that if L1s play a role as ‘way stations’ in XCI by direct interaction
with Xist RNA, adaptive evolution of the Xist gene in O. palustris
may have allowed L1s to retain their role in XCI despite the
divergence of the extinct L1s in this species. Similarly, if another
repetitive sequence replaced that function, the Xist gene might also
be expected to undergo substantial evolution. This led to
examination of the rate of evolution of the majority of the Xist
RNA in L1-active and L1-inactive species.
O. palustris Xist RNA appears to be evolving at the same
rate as S. hispidus Xist RNA
Transcribed Xist sequences were isolated from O. palustris and S.
hispidus by a combination of PCR and RT-PCR. This resulted in
isolation of the majority of the Xist RNA from both species and
covered all of the regions shown by Wutz and coworkers [68] to
mediate silencing and Xist localization to the inactive X
chromosome in Mus musculus (top bar in Figure 2). The regions
isolated from both species also include a portion of the 59 tandem
repeat, A, plus all of the other previously known major repeats: F,
B, C, D, and E (Figure 2). An alignment that covers approximately
10,050 bp of Xist was then modified by removal of gaps and
regions showing alignment ambiguity and was used as the basis for
phylogenetic analyses. Four species were included in these
analyses: the L1-inactive O. palustris and its L1-active sister species,
S. hispidus, plus two L1-active outgroups, Microtus arvalis and Mus
musculus.
In order to compare rates of Xist evolution in the above lineages,
we used a likelihood ratio test (LRT) to evaluate the hypothesis
that these genes were evolving according to a molecular clock [69].
The null hypothesis was that the rates of evolution did not differ
among the four taxa. The HKY+I model of sequence evolution
(see Methods Supplement file) was selected and found to have an
acceptable absolute fit to the data (p=0.13). When the data were
constrained to match the assumptions of the molecular clock, a
single optimal phylogeny with 2lnL=21468.81106 was found.
The unconstrained phylogeny had a 2lnL=21470.2427 and is
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the terminal branches for the O.
palustris and S. hispidus sequences are of identical lengths. The
difference between the likelihood values for the constrained and
Figure 1. X-inactivation of the Zfx gene from S. hispidus (Shis)
and O. palustris (Opal).Genomic DNA from female and male
individuals was digested with either HpaII (H, methylation sensitive),
MspI (M, methylation insensitive isoschizomer of HpaII), or BamHI (C,
control with no BamHI sites in the regions amplified). Subsequent PCR
for a portion of the Zfx CpG island, followed by gel electrophoresis,
resulted in the band seen above only if there was no restriction
digestion within the amplified CpG island. The amplification of a CpG
island PCR product in females after digestion with HpaII shows that the
island contains methylated CpGs, and therefore an inactivated gene.
Absence of a product after HpaII digestion in males shows that their
CpG island is nonmethylated and therefore capable of activity. MspI
cuts the CpG island, serving as a negative control, while BamHI does not
cut the CpG island, serving as a positive control.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006252.g001
Xist Evolution
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molecular clock at the P=0.95 level of significance (x
2 distribution
P0.05 (2DF)=5.99147). This examination of the dataset in toto shows
that all branches of the tree appear to be evolving at
approximately the same rate, so there is no statistical support for
more rapid evolution in O. palustris than in S. hispidus in spite of the
loss of L1 activity.
Sliding window analysis of contiguous Xist regions
It is possible that specific, small regions of Xist are evolving at
different rates in each species but that this signal is lost in the total
data set, so we also conducted the LRT of the molecular clock
using a sliding window approach. Sliding window analyses can be
useful in searches for molecular regions important for common
functions across a number of species. These would be regions
showing reduced evolutionary rates, and thus shorter terminal
branches, in all the species examined. Alternatively, a relatively
long terminal branch for a particular species, in a window showing
short branches in the other species, might be a fingerprint of
selection in that species for altered function or loss of function in
that region.
Six analyses were done with non-overlapping window sizes of
50, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 bp. For each window, we
conducted the test both by constraining the topology estimated
from the window to the overall species phylogeny, and by search
without this constraint. While this approach allowed us to identify
particular regions of the Xist gene that violated the assumptions of
the molecular clock, there was no a priori expectation of how many
of these regions would result from stochastic processes associated
with nucleotide substitution. We generated these expectations by
simulating data under the null model (e.g., the phylogeny
estimated with the molecular clock enforced) using the model of
sequence evolution appropriate for our empirical data. For each
window size, we repeated the analysis described above for 1000
simulated data sets.
Table 1 summarizes the results of the above analyses. The top
row shows the results obtained when LRTs of the molecular clock
were conducted in 14 windows by starting at positions 1–500, then
moving in 500 bp steps (e.g., positions 1–500, 501–1000, etc.),
until the end of the alignment was reached. No regions were
identified where the clock hypothesis was rejected in either the
analysis using topologies constrained to the species phylogeny or
the analysis with that constraint relaxed. When 400 bp windows
Figure 2. Maps of Xist sequences from four rodent species. Xist RNAs from Mus musculus, Microtus arvalis, Oryzomys palustris, and Sigmodon
hispidus are aligned, showing the six major previously described tandem repeat regions, A, F, B, C, D, and E, plus the G repeat unique to O. palustris
(cross hatched boxes or vertical bars). Dotted lines indicate gaps inserted in species which have only a single copy of the C and G repeats. Mus and
Microtus maps show full length RNAs, while the Oryzomys and Sigmodon maps show the regions isolated in this study. The shaded bar at the top is a
functional map summarizing the previously shown relative importance of different regions in Mus for Xist silencing and chromosomal localization
[68]. The amount of shading in each region of the top bar is proportional to its importance for activity in Mus: regions in black showed greatest
importance; white regions were found not to be necessary for activity. An asterisk is added above the white bar covering the Mus C repeat because
other work has suggested it may have an important function for Mus Xist [78]. The three regions amplified by PCR are delineated at the bottom. The
59 primers for amplification of Xist from O. palustris and S. hispidus were located within the A repeat, so only two copies of that repeat from these
species were recovered 39 of the primer bindings sites.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006252.g002
Figure 3. Phylogenetic analysis of Xist sequences from four
rodent species. This maximum-likelihood tree was constructed using
all ungapped characters that could be unambiguously aligned. Branch
lengths are listed. The column on the right indicates whether each
species shows L1 activity.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006252.g003
Xist Evolution
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to reject the clock hypothesis, but parametric bootstrapping
showed that this number of significant windows is within the
expected range (p=0.626). All six window sizes were used in a
similar fashion yet none of the 12 analyses showed statistical
support for rejection of the molecular clock. The 34 trees arising
from the windows showing non-clocklike evolution in Table 1
were visually examined to compare branch lengths, and none of
those trees appeared to contain a long O. palustris branch. Thus, at
these levels of resolution, there is not only no statistical support for
an increased rate of evolution within the O. palustris sequences, but
there is also no suggestive region identified for additional
investigation.
Sliding window analysis of overlapping Xist regions
To explore the evolution of Xist in more detail, we carried out a
sliding window analysis similar to the one described above, except
with overlapping sliding windows rather than contiguous windows.
The results are shown in Figure 4. This approach has increased
resolution but precludes statistical analysis because overlapping
windows are not independent. For this figure, maximum likelihood
trees, unconstrained for the clock but constrained to the species
phylogeny, were constructed as described in the previous section
from 100 bp windows, but with only a 10 bp slide before moving
to the next, partially overlapping window. The relative terminal
branch length in each window for each species was then plotted in
the figure. We find it striking that there appear to be so few
sequence regions with either consistently low or high branch
lengths across all four species. This may reflect the lack of
sequence conservation which has been reported for Xist [9,10].
Two areas of relatively short branch lengths in all four species are
the region at positions 1–200 and the region around position 6200
(grey areas in Figure 4). The 1–200 bp region includes the A
repeat, which has been shown to be essential for Xist silencing
[68,70]. The region around 6200 (bp 7806 in the O. palustris
sequence) is slightly 59 of the E repeat. It is centered on the exon
Table 1. Sliding Window Test of the Molecular Clock.









500 bp 14 0 1.0 0 1.0
400 bp 18 1 0.626 0 1.0
300 bp 24 1 0.717 1 0.622
200 bp 36 4 0.121 2 0.499
100 bp 72 5 0.701 3 0.435
50 bp 145 10 0.659 7 0.545
aRejecting the molecular clock at p=0.05 level.
bConstrained to the species topology.
cNot constrained to the species topology.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006252.t001
Figure 4. Sliding window analysis of terminal branch lengths of Xist in four rodent species. Likelihood trees were determined for 100 bp
windows with a 10 bp slide between each window. The terminal branch length in each window for each species was then plotted. The upper
numbers on the X axis indicate the position in the data matrix used for this analysis (see Supplementary Sliding Window file). The lower numbers in
parentheses indicate the position in the original alignment before gaps and areas with ambiguous alignment were removed (see Supplementary
Alignment file). The shaded areas show two selected regions with short branch lengths in all four species.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006252.g004
Xist Evolution
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mammals [71,72] and predicted to form a stable RNA stem-loop
structure involving more than 100 bases [73]. That putative RNA
structure appears to be conserved in the O. palustris and S. hispidus
sequences. Interestingly, we see no region that shows a relatively
long branch in O. palustris coincident with short branches in the
other species, and thus no evidence for accelerated evolution of
Xist in the L1-inactive species.
Tandem repeats, indels and potential secondary
structures in Xist
One of the unusual features of Xist RNA from all species
analyzed at this point has been the presence of a surprising
number of tandem repeats, which have been proposed to have
unknown functions in XCI [7–10]. In order to address the
question of whether loss of L1 activity is associated with any major
change in the amount of tandemly repeated Xist RNA in O.
palustris, Tandem Repeats Finder was used under multiple
stringency settings to determine the total number of bases of
tandem repeats in the roughly 10 kb analyzed from each of the
four species. Although there were differences between species, O.
palustris did not show either an unusually high or unusually low
amount of tandemly repeated DNA. Similarly, there were no
major differences in the number and sizes of indels in the O.
palustris sequence when compared to the S. hispidus sequence, and
the overall length of this region (O. palustris, 10,039 bases; S.
hispidus, 10,085 bases) was very similar in each species.
The region analyzed in this study was chosen to include the six
major types of tandem repeats that have been previously described
in Xist. Sequence comparison shows that all six of the repeat
regions, the A, B, C, D, E, and F repeat regions found in all other
mammals examined to date, are also present in both S. hispidus and
O. palustris (Figure 2). The two copies of the A repeat isolated from
both species here retain the same stem and loop sizes shown to be
important for Xist silencing in Mus [68], suggesting continued
functional selection. The C repeat is tandemly duplicated 14 times
in Mus musculus [7] but present in only one copy in all other species
examined.
A new repeat, G, was found in O. palustris, arising from sequence
within the D repeat region. The G repeat consists of four copies of
an 84 bp unit. The most 59 copy of this repeat is shown in Figure 5
aligned with the single copies of this region from each of the three
other species analyzed in this study. In O. palustris this repeat was
found to contain a highly conserved 7 base sequence (underlined
in Figure 5) separated by one base in each unit from an inverted
copy (also underlined). This could give rise to a stem-loop in each
of the 4 repeats, or alternatively, pairing between the repeats could
produce RNA pseudoknots. It is unclear whether the acquisition of
this G repeat in a species which has lost L1 activity has any
significance, but is interesting in light of prior suggestions of
functional roles for both tandem repeats and secondary structures
within Xist. No evidence was found for unusual changes in the
other repeats.
Discussion
If L1s play a major role in propagation of Xist along the
inactivated X chromosome [21], loss of L1 activity would certainly
have ramifications for XCI. It would seem that XCI must occur in
the L1-inactive species, O. palustris, since it shows normal XX-XY
sex determination, but it was not known until now that this is
indeed the case. Our finding of CpG island methylation in a gene
on the X in females but not males indicates that XCI does indeed
continue to occur in the absence of new L1 deposition indicates
that L1 activity per se is not required for XCI, and calls into
question any direct role for L1s in X inactivation.
If L1s do play a direct role in XCI, how might XCI continue in
the absence of deposition of new L1s? Those elements already
present would diverge by accrual of new mutations, and in the
absence of retrotransposition of new L1copies, the sequence
divergence among L1 elements would increase. What would be
the ramifications of such a scenario? There appears to have been
no deposition of new L1 elements in O. palustris for roughly 8.8
million years [57]. During that time the most recently deposited
L1 remnants have diverged from their last active ancestor by 8.6%
and from each other by 15.2%. A weak signal in genomic
Southern blot analysis and a lack of evidence for X chromosome
accumulation in fluorescent in situ hybridization provide support-
ing evidence for the substantial divergence among the fossil L1s
remaining in the O. palustris genome [56,57]. The idea that L1s
serve as way stations for Xist spread presupposes that at least some
part of the L1 sequence is conserved within species. It is possible
that the L1s still present in the O. palustris genome may not have
deteriorated sufficiently by mutational decay for potential way
station signals to completely lose function, or this species may have
evolved a route for Xist spread that is independent of L1s. If either
of these two scenarios is true, then Xist sequences might be
expected to show a higher rate of evolution in O. palustris than in
species that have retained L1 activity.
We found that rates of evolution in the Xist sequences analyzed
here do not differ significantly between O. palustris and the three
species with L1 activity (S. hispidus, M. arvalis, M. musculus). This
result is consistent when the data are analyzed in toto as well as
when various regions of the gene are analyzed separately with a
statistically robust, sliding-window approach. Parametric boot-
strapping demonstrated that the numbers of windows where the
molecular clock hypothesis was rejected in the empirical data were
within the expected range of stochastic variation, and since
roughly 1/3 of the sites in this data set are variable, lineages
evolving at different rates should be detectable with even the
smallest windows used. It is worth noting that the most recently
inserted L1s in O. palustris and S. hispidus are subject to very
different evolutionary forces. Neutral substitution and increasing
Figure 5. Alignment of the O. palustris G repeat region. The first monomer of the O. palustris G repeat, which is repeated four times, is shown
in bold. It is aligned with the corresponding single copies in the other three species. Dashes indicate gaps. Periods indicate identity. The first group of
7 underlined bases is a highly conserved sequence separated by one base in O. palustris from an inverted copy (also underlined).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0006252.g005
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palustris, while natural selection to maintain an active lineage and
very closely related new L1 insertions prevail in S. hispidus. The
equal rates of Xist evolution in the face of these very different
evolutionary processes acting on elements in the L1-inactive and
the L1-active species strongly suggests that Xist evolution is
independent of L1 evolution.
Even though we found no statistical support for an elevated rate
of evolution for O. palustris Xist RNA, we cannot unequivocally say
that L1s are not involved in XCI. Many models for the interaction
of Xist with other molecular components remain possible [74,75].
The nature of the molecular interactions potentially involving Xist
and L1s could greatly affect the expected level of Xist evolution.
Direct interactions between the two nucleic acids would be likely
to elicit a larger evolutionary signal in Xist upon loss of L1 activity
than a scenario in which the two nucleic acids interact indirectly
within a complex. Likewise, it is reasonable to assume that the
large functional changes required as a molecular complex evolves
to recognize a non-L1 signal might lead to compensatory changes
within Xist RNA, even if the two nucleic acids do not interact
directly. Our data do not support either of these scenarios. But if
the structure of an L1-interacting protein domain is relatively
independent of the other molecules involved in the hypothetical
complex, then compensatory Xist mutation would be less. Under
that hypothesis, evolutionary effects on Xist might not be observed.
If the role for L1s in XCI was not based on direct interaction, but
rather on some general feature such as the A-richness of L1s, such
role could be maintained in the absence of new L1 deposition for
much longer than a role involving direct interactions, e.g., the AT-
richness of the O. palustris L1s has been maintained since the
extinction of L1 activity. An additional possibility is that a region
of L1 elements outside of those we have analyzed is important for
Xist function, leading to selection for conservation of that L1
region even while loss of L1 activity has lead to neutral mutational
decay of the majority of each element.
It also remains possible that the approach used here would not
detect small Xist regions altered in a molecular complex that
includes L1s. High resolution analyses of these data, such as the
one shown in Figure 4, with Xist sequences from additional species
may allow researchers to pinpoint other slowly evolving regions
that may be important for general Xist function, and perhaps to
identify candidate regions for L1 involvement in XCI.
It is interesting that the sliding window analyses done here
detected the previously known conservation of both the A repeat
and the exon IV likely stem structure region. This result suggests
continued functional importance for these regions in all four
species, yet in spite of this sensitivity, no candidate regions were
identified for possible L1 mediated function.
An unusual aspect of all published Xist RNAs is their high level
of tandem repeats, some of which have been shown to be
functionally important, possibly working in a cooperative fashion
[9]. The six major repeat regions previously identified were found
to be present in the sequences we have analyzed in this study.
Their conservation, plus the retention of likely secondary structure
in the A repeat, suggests that no major changes have occurred with
respect to these repeats. On the other hand, the acquisition of the
new G repeat in O. palustris is noteworthy. Its potential for the
formation of additional RNA secondary structures should be
considered in terms of both general Xist function and a potential
role in a species that has lost L1 activity.
We have explored the possibility that a new family of repetitive
sequences may have arisen to high copy numbers in O. palustris to
either replace putative functions of L1 elements or to fill the niche
vacated by loss of L1 activity. We found a family of endogenous
retroviruses, the mysTR family, which are present at unprece-
dented copy numbers of approximately 10,000 relatively closely
related elements in this species [58]. However, it remains unclear
at this point whether the mysTR family has any relevance to L1
extinction. No obvious difference in densities of mysTR elements
on the X versus the autosomes in O. palustris was observed, and
there is no evidence from the current study that Xist underwent
rapid evolution to recognize mysTR as an alternate way station.
Any correlation of mysTR amplification with loss of L1 activity
may be clarified by our ongoing study of this family in a number of
rodent species related to the ones described here.
We have also addressed the question of whether L1s might be
involved in XCI by looking at L1 activity in a mammal which has
lost the need for dosage compensation, the Ryukyu spiny rat,
Tokudaia osimensis, which has an XO karyotype in both males and
females. We reasoned that this karyotype might have evolved as an
alternate pathway for dosage compensation after loss of L1
activity. However, we found that L1s are still active in this species
and have continued to accumulate at a higher density on the X
than on the autosomes [36]. These results support the idea that the
higher density of L1s on the X may be due to reduced
recombinational removal of L1s on the X, relative to the
autosomes [28,76].
The most parsimonious interpretation for the results presented
in this study and in the Tokudaia study described above is that L1
elements are not involved in propagation of X inactivation. It
remains possible, however, that the general rate of Xist evolution is
so high [10], or the region of way station recognition is so small,
that adaptation in O. palustris cannot be detected by these methods.
A critically altered region in Xist might also be outside of the area
we have analyzed, even though this area includes all the regions
that have been shown to be important for silencing and
localization [68,77]. It is also possible that there has not yet been
sufficient mutational decay of previously deposited L1s in O.
palustris to elicit obvious compensatory evolution from homologous
Xist sequences or that the new G repeat is the result of
compensatory evolution in the presence of deteriorating L1
elements.
It is now clear that X inactivation can continue to occur in the
absence of new L1 deposition for millions of years. The current
study, like so many others aimed at testing the role of L1s in XCI,
does not show unequivocally whether they are involved. However,
in light of this study and recent work of others, perhaps it is time to
consider that even if L1s facilitate XCI in some way; their role
might be more complex than that of way stations for the spread of
the inactivation signal. Greater progress might be made by
focusing on X inactivation models that incorporate the increasing
evidence for cooperation between molecules involved in the
process, as well as by considering alternative explanations for
accumulation of L1s on the X.
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